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Stimela and CARACal
Towards system agnostic, portable and and configurable data reduction pipelines



Stimela



Radio Astronomy Software* 

01    |   Often written by astronomers, not software developers

02    |    Difficult to build/install (Time consuming)

03    |    Difficult to install multiple packages on the same system 

04    |    CASA can do most things. But unnecessarily large, complex and 
rigid. Does not play well with others.

*views from 2014



What’s required of a good pipeline

1 Version control + issue tracking

github gitlab sourceforge svn

3

Isolation + portability

docker podman/buildah singularity udocker

2

Packaging

pypi   kernsuite well managed ppa

5
Documentation

readthedocs github gitlab 

4 Continuous integration

travis jenkins integrity gitlab github



Pipeline/Recipe

A set of tasks connected in a suitable way so as to produce a known result given a set of known input data and 
parameters. Furthermore, a pipeline must:

1. Be versioned
2. Exit with a non-zero exit status if it fails



Cab (pipeline task)

An application that processes or visualizes data. 

1. A Cab takes inputs in a standardized form
2. Applications can be wrapped to conform to a Cab  standard
3. Cabs are executed using container technology

a. Stimela supports docker, singularity, and podman



WSClean Cab



Python UI

User has  access a diverse set of applications 
via a simple python interface. 
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Container

Application

K
ernsuite/pypiPython
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Docker singularity podman/buildah udocker



Key Takeaways

1
Task definition is standardized to allow a 
simple and unified UI. Radio interferometry 
tools essentially become Python functions 
(even CASA!)

2
User does not need to install any of the 
applications supported by stimela. The 
applications are containerized and can be 
downloaded from an online registry 
(hub.docker.com). 

3
Stimela is not a pipeline, but a framework 
that allows the creation of pipelines. 

4
Container technology guarantees 
reproducibility and stability, while the 
simple UI facilitates transparency and 
debugging. 



CARACal
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What is it?

01 

Stimela-based end-to-end data 
reduction pipeline for RI data. Not 
limited to MeerKAT data

02 

Configurable, portable and system 
agnostic. Easy to install 03 

Can do both continuum and 
spectral line reductions. Includes 
full direction-dependent treatment 
and mosaicing.
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How does it work

User 
Interface 
(YAML)

Backend
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Data Products

Gain tables and plots

RAW visibility plots

Continuum images

Spectral-line cubes

Detailed and summary log files

Jupyter notebook (or HTML) reports

Calibrated visibilities and plots

Source catalogs



Over to you, Josh.
https://caracal.readthedocs.io   https://github.com/caracal-pipeline/caracal 

https://github.com/ratt-ru/Stimela 

https://github.com/ratt-ru/scabha

https://caracal.readthedocs.io/
https://github.com/caracal-pipeline/caracal
https://github.com/ratt-ru/Stimela
https://github.com/ratt-ru/scabha

